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As you will read on p6, the Holway 808 Index - and indeed

every other technology index - has seen unprecedented
increases in 1999. As we have said repeatedly this year, We
don't think that general re-rating of the sector is either out-of-
line or overdone.

Afterall, ☜all the ducks are lined up":-
- the ☜Y2K microclimate" is coming to an
end

- rapid growth of BZB e-commerce is
fuelling the requirement for IT services
- growth in outsourcing, the core fuel of
the 19903, shows no sign of abating. Indeed,

e-commerce is seen as a natural area in
which to use external resources.

- the acceptance that, if IT was a bit of an
optional extra in the last decade, it is an
absolute necessity in the next
- the general UK economy seems to be
booming. Europe, the most important market for

UK SCS companies, is also set fair
- institutions are awash with money looking for
good homes. Many are underweight in
technology
- the private investor has also discovered

the IT sector (see p8) which makes raising
funds even for the smallest company
easier.

We cou/dgo on... So why any conceivable note of caution?
All of the views expressed above relate to the ☜serious☝ Side Of
the technology market. Companies like the FI'SE100☂S CMG,

Logica, Misys, Sage, Sema and many others that you read
about everymonth in System House. In the 325 e-commerce

IT services arena, we are just as confident about the prOSPeC☁S
for the players here too...be they EDS, IBM Global Services,
ICL etal or "smaller" players like Kewill, Microgen, NetBeneflt

and many others. Our real concern is with what, for lack of a

better description, we will call the ☜dotcom☝ companies. The}l
are characterised by having no track record, minuscule
revenues and (usually) enormous losses.
As informed readers, you will have been overdosed with
statistics about such companies. But almost all of the comment
is US/NASDAQ-based. So let☂s put a UK twist on this.
- Freeserve and QXL.com would be the largest UK examples of

the genre. On the LSE/AIM there are about another 20 such
companies.

- these 20 quoted companies now have a combined market
capitalisation approaching £15 billionThese companies hava
combined revenues of c£100m and losses in excess of that
figure. Now let's put that into context. At the end of 1997, all the
100 808 companies we follow - from Admiral to Zergo (now
Baltimore) - were valued at <21 5 billion. Even now, if we exclude
the ☜dot.com" companies from our Index, the "serious" SCS
companies are worth "only" around £40 billion. But these 100
companies have a significant track record, combined revenues
of >21 1b and profits of c£750m.
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- there are no statistics to measure the number of new UK

☜dot.com" companies. Our ☜straw poll" of VCs would tend to

indicate in excess of 2000 business plans received from

☜emerging☝ UK ☜dotcom☝ companies in 1999. We would be

surprised if such requested funding did not exceed £1 b.

- the new phenomenon is companies which

set♥up with the express objective of

investing in ☜dot.com" companies.

Jellyworks floated on AIM in Dec. 99 at 5p
and ended 1999 up a quite staggering

22-fold at 112p.

We get inundated with business plans for

☜dot.com☝ companies. Our standard - some
have said "boring" - question to each has been
"How willyou generate your revenues?" Note,

by the way, that we are now so up-to-date that
we don☂t even mention "profits"!
- taking a share ofthe telecomms charges?

Anyone who really thinks this is a viable
model, With the advent of 31☁s Surftime and
others, must really be living in the past.
. from advertising? Even the UK☂s most
successful generators of internet

advertising revenues - like Silicon.com -
don't believe that any more. Atthe moment
the most successful generators of internet

advertising are the "paper" media! In the US it is estimated that

dot.com companies spent $2.3 billion on "conventional"

advertising in 1999. Most of the FT☂s advertising is now of the
☜visit www.x.com" type.
- from ☜consumer☝ subscription7The great white hope of many
of the current content providers. Forget it. From personal
experience, your average Joe Punter thinks all information on
the net Is free - as a right.
- from 820 e-commerce? When even Amazon.com currently

loses $5 on every book it ships, you can imagine the problems
that all the others currently face. If our personal experience is
anything to go by, Tesco's must be losing a fortune on their

internet shopping service. Sure, it will happen. But it will take
time and many will fall before a single penny of profits are
recorded. In the end, successful BZC will more than likely be of

the "clicks and mortar☁ variety.
- rake-off from "third~party" e♥commerce sales? Possibly a

possible. Currently being tried by many. We await theresults
with interest!

So the above covers most of the current ☜dotcoms☝ But surely
there will be revenues from somewhere? Sure...
- from new ☁hetbusinesses☝. Eggcom would be a good example
of an excellent business which doesn☁t need a ☜portal☝..,it creates

its own and goes directly to the market. We see many of these
new internet brands succeeding.
- from 523 e-commerce. Dell.com would be a pretty good
example. Kewill☂s activities with the FOX is another.
Emperor☂s New Clothes?
This month we were accusedof being ☜out-ottouch☜ for asking
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Continued from page 1

☁Where are the revenues to come from?" The new paradigm
for business development is...

- have ☜dot.com☝ idea. Let☂s make one up.

☜Buthododendroncom☝ - on-line catalogue and ordering etc.
, - just having the idea is worth £5m...so VCs invest £1m at that

level.

- business plan merely states objective as raising second/third
level finance. Only ☜measurable☝ is eyeballs. So ads in
Gardeners World etc. costing a fortune.

- ☜Buthododendroncom☝ now attracting 10K+ hits a day -
say 300K over last 40 days. Someone does calculation based
on average rhododendron costs and projections for 2010.That

☁ means the site is worth at least £15m. Not a single sale yet, of
course.VCs delighted as investment appreciated 3-times in as
many weeks.
- free links given to fertiliser, garden tool and photography

companies thus giving the impression that the advertising
model works. Wow!

- third round financing values company at £50m. Still no

; revenues but at least losses growing to >£5m.

- ☜Buthododendron.com" is now so ☜successful☝ that an IPO

just cannot be put off any longer. Registered visitors to site are
, given priority in placing. Charlie Dimmock joins board. Even

with an initial valuation of £100m, the shares go to a 300%

premium on day one as day traders (and rhododendron lovers)

pile in. "

- VCs ☜pile out" and onto the next investment.
One of the other winners already out of all of this is the IT

services company building the web site, powering the server
etc.They have billed "Buthododendron.com" upwards of film
for this already. Why should they care if in 2001/2002,

☜Buthododendron.com" folds?

If you think that☁s a stupid, vacuous example..Sorry, it ain't.
Every part has its echo in real dot.com companies,
We happen to believe that the vast majority of the current

☜dotcom☝ companies will eventually be exposed as naked -
just like the Emperor with his new clothes .

But does £15 billion riding on ☜fatally flawed" businesses matter
anyway? If the ultimate collapse was ring fenced, then the
answer would probably be ☜No☝. But we all know that the knock-
on effect would bring even the soundest SCS company☂s share
price crashing.

So, back to reality.We have oft-said that ☜Sage is the UK☂s best

internetp/ay". Although it☂s currently trading on an historic P/E
of >180, if everyone else is naked, then Sage has a full
wardrobe. But when they are all exposed, bet you any money
you like that Sage will feel the cold winds around their nether

  

; Pegasus and Sage revisited
Relief for long suffering Pegasus shareholders has come
this month from Australia in the form of Solution 6 with a
jrecommended bid at 430p per share in cash, valuing the
company at £30m. Founded in 1981, Solution 6, which is
quoted in Sydney, sells accounting software to the
☁accounting profession and achieved revenues of A$74.3m
in 1998/99, of which around a third was from services.

The bid comes almost exactly three years after Sage
approached Pegasus to discuss a bid at 425p per share
(later increased to 475p) valuing Pegasus at £27m - a bid
which the Pegasus board, led by Jonathan Hubbard-Ford,
believed "serious/y undervalued" the company. Whilst
profitability has been mixed, Pegasus has doubled its
revenues since then and yet the directors views on the
value of the company seem to have altered somewhat.To

quote 'The directors of Pegasus, who have been advised

by Warburg Dillon Read and RSM Robson Rhodes,
consider the terms of the Offer to be fair and reasonable.☝

But Sage immediately put outa statement saying that it is
thinking about making an all-cash bid for Pegasus. Then

jDiskel (a Pegasus VAR) asked the OFT to intervene to
block any bid. In the FF, Pegasus☂ Hubbard-Ford quoted
Romtec research showing Sage with a 70% share of the
SME market in the UK which would rise to 75% with
Pegasus. As most (well, Sage in particular) have doubted
Romtec☂s figures on this sector, we wouldn☂t make too much

'of thisThe Fl' article failed to point out that the vast majority
,of SMEs don☂t use any packages at all for their accounting.

l Even the computerised use just Excel and the rest use an
jold fashioned accounts book.

i Anyway, it's interesting to note that it Pegasus shareholders

had taken Sage stock in 1996 and held on to it, their
investment would have grown more than 15-fold. We will
jsay no more except that at 2 times revenue, there looks

☁like plenty of room for a counter bid.
1 Bob Morton remains very much in the wings with his 12.7%
stake in Pegasus but so far he has given no indications of
☁his intentions.

☁However Enterprise Data Processing has realised its
j7.2% Pegasus stake (only acquired in Sep. 99) and has  made a reported profit of £560K on the transaction.

  

regions too.

Weaker companies will fail, [PCs will grind to a halt and a
replay of 1994/95 or Oct. 98 occur. Call us ☜Boring☝ if you wish
but there is a time bomb ticking. Take Great Care.
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We live in a strange world nowadays. In the six months to

SOth Sept. 99, Total Systems announced revenue down

over one♥third to just £1.2m, and the previous PBT of

£495K was turned into a loss of £128K. At least it was
more or less as expected after the ☜Y2K microclimate☝
induced profit warning in October. But, yet again, Bourne

sees a better future ☜Interest in our products has continued

at an exceptionally high level and we are now beginning to

see these prospects placing orders....The Board looks

forward to the coming year with optimism". Somehow feel
we have heard all that before.☜

Total Systems was a USM IPO in 1988 at 85p. And until
the 123% rise this month to 145p, the shares were trading
at a discount for most of those 12 yearsThe similarity

with 1988 is that Terry Bourne is still the Chairman and
CEO. The difference is that he made PBT of £835K in
1988 but managed a loss of £128K in the last six months.

Total is one of companies which either should never have
gone public in the first place or should now do the decent

thing and put its long♥suffering shareholders out of their
misery by accepting a bid or taking themselves private.

January 2000

  

Mondas - more revenue, higher losses
Mondas which now (of course) describes itself as an "e-
commerce software house" announced results for the six
months to 31st Oct. 99. Revenue almost trebled to £642K
but losses went up from £208K to £390K. Mind you Mondas

has never made a profit since their AIM float at 75p in Oct.

96 - so no change there. The company now plan to focus
its UK efforts on the securities and banking sectors to
capitalise upon their experiences in this sector.

Chairman Tim Simon has hinted that the company might
even eventually make a profit when he said "Had it not

been for the one-off recruitment costs we incurred, we were

almost at break-even point in the last three months of the
period".

The shares ended the month up 71% on 109p - a market

capitalisation of £13,7m. Mind you, given the valuations of

 

other more imaginary e-commerce players.☜

Sorry ☂
We made a mistake on our Capitalisation table last month
☁where we showed the values as at end of Oct. not Nov.

 

These have now been corrected in the table on 99. Sorry,
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NetBenefrt to move to AIM (and techMARK)
NetBenefit was an AIM IPO in June 99at 200p. We are a

great fan. Firstly because they power our site for us (and,
as you know, it almost never goes down!) and Secondly it
is in the "picks and shovels☝ sector of the internet; making
real revenue, real profits.
This month they have acquired their main competitor in

the internet domain name registration sector ♥ Netnames
International ♥ for £1.1m cash + 2.9m shares (c218.6m).

This makes NetBenefit'by far the lead player in the
corporate domain name registration sector in the UK and

provides a raft of opportunities to sell further ☜picks and
shove/s" to SMEs in particular. Netnames had revenue of

£2.36m and a loss before tax of £762K in year to 315☁ Mar

99. Revenue of £902K/loss before tax of £144K in 3 months
to 30'" June 99. Conversely NetBenefit made revenue of

£1 .97m and PET of £280K in year to 30☁" June 99 - so the
opportunities for profit bringing the two together are
significant.

NetBenefit is also moving from AIM to the full list (where
they will enter techMARK too) and raising £3.3m (at a now
lowly 530p per share) in a cash placing. The acquisition
boosted their share price this month with a 63% rise to

890p.

 

i Jasmin not blooming at interim stage
Another of our new additions to our 808 Index is Jasmin
- design and production of products for the defence,
transport and security markets. They were launched on

AIM in Dec. 95 at 150p - a capitalisation of c£6m - but
have sinced moved to the main market. At the interim stage

. for the six months ended 30th Sep. 99, they didn☂t fare too
well with revenue down 5% at £3m with the previous PBT
of £269K turned into a small loss of £94K. These results
☜reflect the continued change in business mix towards IT

☁ and Si and significantly increased cost of product
☁ development".

The shares ended the month up just 4% on 125p,

People...
Trevor Read, Gresham☂s MD, is leaving thecompany at
the end of Jan. 00. Bill Simpson is to replace him will
immediate effect. As we were rather involved with Trevor☂s

original appointment, we will not comment further.
CMG☁s FD Chris Banks is to leave the main board but will
remain a non-exec.

David Higgins is to become CEO of Harvey Nash and Tom
Crawford Deputy Chairman from Feb. 00.They are currently
joint MDs.

WSystem House __

  

Company news....
...Romtec☁s shares shot up 56% this month after a

considerable time when they have hardly moved at all. Well

the ☁power of e☁ (we ought to copyright this one too!) has

raised its head yet again after Flomtec said it "expected to

be awarded a contract shortly through its e-Fiesearch

business worth c£850K over 3 years☝. Le <£300K p.a. This

contract (note not yet signed) will only have a limited effect

on the current year☂s trading.

Cap Gemini is creating a 1,000 strong e♥business unit

to fight competition from specialist internet companies in

providing web consultancy services. But of course the big

news this month is their possible "merger" with Ernst &

Young☂s IT consulting business. The merger will catapult

Cap Gemini Up the worldwide league table with total revenue

c$6.3 billion. UK revenue will increase from c£600m to

c2756m (and these are based on 1998 figures!)

...CMG (now in the FTSE100) said that sales growth is

expected to slow "but will remain above the market average".

Further acquisitions (probably large and within Europe) are

not ruled out by Chairman Cor Stutterheim. We were

surprised that FD Chris Banks is to step down.

Logica has conflrmed at an analysis briefing that ☜current

trading remains in line with expectations". Strong growth is

expected in their mobile network business and in the Asia.
Pacific Middle East.

...Exchange Holdings, the third largest UK .com company

has signed a co-branding deal with the UK arm of Yahoo!

Their sites will merge by Mar. 00. The Exchange share
price has now ☜caught up" with similar companies (Freeserve

and QXL) rising 40% this month to end on 344p.

we don't normally comment on US lPOs but Va Linux

Systems saw its shares rise almost 700% in "a market

infatuated with high tech. and internet stocks". This rise is

a US (and worldwide?) all-time first day record!

...UK internet and software translation company SDL

couldn☁t quite match Va Linux above. An IPO at 134p, the

shares ended the first day☁s trading up nearly threefold and

a market capitalisation of c£130m. They ended December

on 406p - (cap. £136m). Not bad for a company with £10m

revenue and PET of £177K. Still that☂s the mad, mad world

we live in nowadays...

...Azlan has moved ahead with its .com strategy with the

launch of its on-line trading platform Azlan.com. The site

was developed in conjunction with Cambridge Technology.

Partners and BroadVision. The market reacted well (not

that this is a surprise nowadays) and the shares went up

62% this month.

Terence Chapman Group has issued a quasi profit

warning saying that interim profits will be more seriously

affected by Y2K than previously thought. But results for

the full year to June should be satisfactory. The market

was totally unperturbed at the news and indeed they ended

the month nearly double on 633p.
JSB Software has decided to maintain its London quote

(and move to the main market) as well as its recently

acquired EASDAQ quote. JSB has said the reason for this

decision is due to the success of the techMAFlK index.

Great news...

Rage has raised c£6.3m in a placing at 52p to provide

resources to expand their title range,
- Macro 4 has announced the appointment of two new non-

execs in the form of Bert Morris and Peter Meader. Morris

was until recently a non-exec at Regent Associates until
its acquisition by Communications Equity Associates and

is also a non-exec of Lorien and MetroLine. Meader is ex-
Coopers and Lybrand. These appointments follow the sad

news of the death of non-exec Chairman Lars Turndal.

January 2000
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C nlulCom in lc IS Solutions Ic Oxford Mom☝!
Imam-M90 r1151 1.112111114111199 0m 11311111 1111 11111-114190 Emu-04cm 01611111011199 1.111111131151011 mum-11111901111111.0569g 17121111 1111199 T510271an
REV 1,564,000 03 39 01,561,000 -6 REV L14200000 00,745,633 ☁,300☜, o☁0L☜ 12.4 REV 07,737,000 121,505,000 010,151,000 31.
P01 (205,000 1276 1253.000 ~23 4 P01 1404.000 1042.304 1.362000 ,104 P 01 12,195,000 01,220,000 #004,000 Loss 511111

CMG |c "NET lc PI' 10
mam-101190 Final Duc MWMWMIGR 1111211111 1111190 FIMIADeCSG 1111211111» 01199 c6111 1151110 111311111 10190 111151. .19 1111511121 114199 '66"☁1111on

REV 194,11000 1443133 000 ,4 , 149 v 150172000 105, 213, 969,000 121. R v 1 .90 .000 , , 1 , . 3
P01 123,960,000 057402.000 035,752,000 49 P01 12200000 07346000 14,055,000 03.7 P01 12,754,000 120,032000 210240.000 ~17.

~ .
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In 11111. 1111-14 1 111 1. . 11 11 . F1 1111211110111 F1rul- 11m 1111 6 11 11
. l, .000 , , , V .1 , ,41, 4, 9,000 , l. 49

P01 11266000 £2,710,000 £1,562,000 ~234 PR7 £259,000 1532000 1.920000 106,000 .064
1 .

compel Glougplc .ISB SoftwaeTedmol ☂ ' - - -
nal-1111193] Fm 1-101199 Companmun Mal-Mawa Cummnsnn 111131111156 FmI-Mar henm 0 111.611

REV 1210003000 3.750000 139 REV 03,362,000 4191 REV .479000 110,014,000 45,350,000 432
P07 09,021,000 012,679,000 ~40 P01 15.000 Pmmmhss P91 101,701,000 13,301,000 01.412000 L059 00171

Com tel 10 . . u - - ~ 1 . . P|m Holdin Ic
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REV 1775745000 01506230000 09010111000 ~16 REV 032,010,000 155,070,000 132,700,000 ~2 REV 14,514,000 19,676,000 06041000 ~33
P01 031032.000 154,603,000 140732000 ~30 5-91 1550.000 12190000 1754.000 1655111 014111 P131 1559000 01.570000 11.273000 433
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. < v- w H,
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Quoted Com anies - Results Service Note: Hi hli hted Names indicate results announced this month.
__Rage Samara p11: Sema Grou Ic Tarex Ic

Final Jun98 Final Jun99 Companslun lntenm- 111(196 maI-DECSS lnlenm 1111199 umpansbon interim-1111198 VinalADeCSE mlenmAJun99 empansuon
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25v 2.523.000 £0,045,000 01441 051/ 510,500,000 £1,250,400,000 4550500000 49 Rev £9,425,000 521,770,000 .
207 £050,000 £3,121,000 7252.997 007 131,100,000 87,800,000 137,900,000 .21, 07 £1,503,000 £2,902,000 £1,775,000 .107
P a 4 A

FIDL Grou in Sherwood lnternatlanal plc . . - .
Final 5597 Interim Mar99 Final $5590 Campansron Llntanm Jun9E FinalvDeCSS Intenvaun99 Corneansian wenmSenss FinaIvMar99 Interim-52999 Com nsnn

05v 130,515,000 01,532,000 515,592,000 «17 017 051/ 510,090,000 042,591,000 122493.000 +243 051/ £1,700,055 £3,247,157 £1,100,727 .337
207 £290,000 £451,000 £1,154,000 +207 P 07 ☜045,000 15,494,000 12001000 455.1 007 1495.404 5529.073 -£120.215 From to less
P n n n P A dd A . 1 l

'-- - - - - Skillsgroiggplc TouchstoneGrou
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. .
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05 530 .2 055 mm 05 .200 ~ 20 .300 L055 mm 505 5 04 +0 4

Rolle & Nolan II: Spring Grou plc Triad Grou Ii:
____ interim Augeal Final 7:099 lnlerim 40099 ComDaIISIon Final 0190 517151.40199l' ComDJIISionI FlnaI-MaISGI Final-M0799 éumpansmr
05v 59,544,000 121,000,000 210,707,000 05v 979,231,000 0403154000 +4440 05v 132,151,000 149306.000 +533

£205,000 £1,500,000 1542.000 007 510,109,000 £14.100.000 217 P07 £5,509,000 20529000 010
. , p

Ron-nee Ic Sta ware lc Ultlma Networks It:
imam-10190 50150157199 interim 1.1199 ompansionl intenmuunesl Final-D0093 mum-1T199l♥c♥omoansron lntenm-Jun98 mai-0ec90 Intenm-Jun99 omparislon

02v £1,051,000 £3,900,572 £1,545,000 .0. 00v 13,511,000 122,107,000 £11,223,000 4154 Rev £0,200,000 ☜4,437,000 15,470,000 -21
007 £30,000 £273,934 534,000 +2133 07 £231,000 £250,000 £715,000 +210, 007 -£1,070,000 -£5,093,000 4510000 Loss both
1: 1 P 0 , .

royalblue Group plc Super VR plc Vega Grou Ic
interim JLAVIQSJ Final 02:98 lnlenm Jul199 (30711907151071 Final Jul☁BE Final Jul99 Compansvon Final ADIBE FInaI»A 99 Com nsnri

REV £13,31zooo $3,516,000 217,905,030 845% REV ☜220,000 L107LW ~27 REV 522457.900 [28,993 30 029.1
:57 01,015,000 74,543,000 12,744,000 612% :07 25,515,000 12,755,000 Loss both 007 £3,001,000 54,292,200 4593

, . r1
-r c - - - - VlGrou 10

☜51.52590 2.7.0.5399 Compansnn FmaLSepEE Final-$01999 Comparismn IntanvaunSS FInal-DecQB interim-1117199 omparrsm
05v {191,547,000 {307,041,000 503 7151/ 2154425000 {214,209,000 +303 05v £1,020,000 91,117,000 12201000 +204
057 047,535,000 £74,313000 +55. PBT £2,159,000 09,054,000 273 007 -£19,000 £333,000 £137,000 Lnssto prom

4 7 9 P v 7 . 1

Sandason Grougplc S stemslnt rated Resmrch It: - . - + r
Werlm-MarSBT♥Fmalv 21590 lnlenm-Mar99 Campanmn Final-M31158 Final M3199 ompansnn lntznmASepQB Final-M0199 Intenm-Sep99 Commnsm

£34. 43,000 £73,509,000 554,356,000 05v £1,035,000 £1,405,000 ~35] REV £1,342,000 £4,020,000 £1,310,000 -1.0
£4,049,000 £0,592,000 15,509,000 007 £493,000 £140,000 Loss 15 Drum 007 £1,050,000 £1,090,000 £1,903,000 Loss min

.4 . . ,.
SSS Grougplc Systems international Grou Ic - Pro Forma only XKO Graugplc. Pro-tonne on

Final-Aqu FinalAAug99 Comparisvon F1na|>Jun97 FInalJunSE Compansm lntenmASeDSBL rmanMareg Hum-52099 Companmn
051/ 035,055,000 53,305,000 +407 REV 15430094 012,371,337 +92 101, 05v 013,217,000 120,420,000 ☜3,405,000 +2
007 £1,405,000 £2,219,000 +404 007 £720,120 £1,573,532 +1151 00 £1,195,000 £2,667,000 £1,313,000 «0.

o 4
Sciences plc Terenoec man Grou plc ~ 5

iniznm-Jmsar FIMI☁Decaa lntenm-JunQSL CompaNSren 500040090 MP Fmi {01:99 Compansmn congra☁u'ahons ☁0 Steve Sh'rley' ☂QUME☂ Of Fl
05v 12107000 124,319,000 216,515,000 .3 05v 020,055,000 230,641,000 «:50 Group, who was made a Dame in the New007 £1,245,000 £2,217,000 £1,511,000 +214 007 £3,390,000 £4,464,000 4211.7 I
v 47 v 4 1 +3 Years Honours.
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Mergers and acquisitions - continued
in the first round in 1998.

 

Xpertise Group is to buy Direct Computer Training and

DOT Resources for an initial 25m and up to a further £2m

on profits. Expertise also has plans to raise £1.75m via a

placing at 30p and has been admitted onto AIM. Despite

depressed H2 trading due to the Y2K situation, their results

to Feb. 00 "will be in line with expectations☝.

365 Corp has acquired e-Merchants Inc. (owners of

RugbyRugby.com) for $1.65m.

Interactive Investor International plans a float in 2000 at a

likely valuation of cE180m. They provide on-Iine investment

information software for stockbrokers and will raise a net

.c£30m for expansion. Another potential very highmultiple

☁ turnover float as revenue is only £2.6m (with losses of £6. 3m).

Sherwood International has bought ISS Re and the

remaining 51% of Sherwood ISS from JV partner US

Allenbrook for $4.6m. They will also receive $4.9m from

Allenbrook's parent AMS for taking on certain liabilities.

Sherwood is selling its 12.65% interest in Allenbrook back

to AMS for the book value of £5.4m. Sherwood has also

agreed to buy US Mattioda Associates Inc. for an initial

$10.1m and up to a further $9.5m more on performance.

Mattioda provides systems to the US life, pension and

☁annuity markets and had 1998 revenues of $8.7m and profits
of $1.1m

Belfast based ICS Unicomp has been acquired by W&R

Barnett Ltd ♥ one of Ms oldest established companies but

in the grain and animal feed business - for an undisclosed

sum. Clearly a bit of diversification!

QXL.com has acquired Nonivay☂s largest online auction site

with the purchase of DinSide Auksjon for £13.2m in shares.

DinSide has no audited accounts and losses of £102K in

the ten months to Oct. 99. QXL.com is also buying a 50%

stake in Dutch ibidlive N.V (software for running on-line

auctions) for £5.9m in shares.

Diagonal has bought Eurostar Network Systems for an
initial £6.4m with up to a further £2m. Eurostar specialises

in Cisco integration and had 1999 revenues of £6.5m and

PBT of £800K.
Protek has acquired Flagship - customer care and billing

specialist - for an undisclosed sum.
Reuters has bought Spanish systems house Decision

.Support Services. No financial details.
Anite Group has bough two software companies in the fields

of tourism (Italian Opentur SRL for £3.2m) and local
government (ORBIS from Business Computer Technology
for £1.2m).
Irish»NASDAQer Integrity Holdings (IT services into the
financial services market) has ☜merged☝ with UK Jyris in a

deal worth $120m. Jyris was formed via an M80 of IBIS in

1998 and had 03 revenues of $21.7m and PET of $1☁8m-
Separately, Integrity also acquired UK construction software

supplier, Computer Foundations Ltd, for $3m_

(IT services group Skillsgroup has announced the sale of

its Swedish training business♥ 0A Training AB- which lost

£2OOK last year. Also the statement confirms that trading

for the year ending November has been in line with a recent

profit warning. However, the company went on to say that

there are clearsigns of an upswing in demand and that trading

is already improving. That☂s the first company that we☂ve

seen that has announced a post Y2K upswing. Could there

now be more?
NVision (specialises in providing the IT services/
consultancy/build side of e-commerce/web design etc.) have
just secured a further £6.8m funding from Warburg Pincus
☁plus further funds from Schroder Ventures who participated January 2000

Lynx has acquired Australian e-banking specialist Domino
On-Line for an initial £814K plus up to a further £250K on

sales. Domino had 99 revenues of £640K and PET £217K.
UK NASDAQer 4FrontTechnologies has announced the sale

bf its storage product business - Hammer Distribution - in
an M80 for $13.4m. ☜Following the Hammer disposal 4Front
becomes a company with an annualised revenue run rate of

approx. $240m of which over 90% is services based". They

are also investing $15m on extending e-business capabilities
hich they hope will represent 20% of revenue by 2003.

Cadcentre has bought the IPFls of VANTAGE (engineering
data management systems) for £1.5m, '

Staffware has placed 630K shares at 540p to raise c£3.4m
for future expansion.

ext 100 has placed 17% of the equity at 170p which values
hem at £38.1m and moved to the main market. That☁s an ,
historic P/E of 38 and a pretty modest 1.7-times revenues of
£22.8m made in year to 315' July 99. In same year PBT rose

6% to £1.7m. Text 100 is one of the largest pure IT PR
ompanies numbering Microsoft UK as their largest client.

The shares ended December on 388p - a premium of 128%.

Netvest com. is to increase its share capital by issuing 25m
shares at 5p. In their interims for the six months to 30th Nov.
99 they actually made a profit of £61K on revenue of just
£95K!
VC Schroder Ventures has acquired 22% in CHL, Italy☂s

leading on-Iine specialist for c247m. CHL has £27m revenue.
Logica has sold its US commercial lending business ☜no
material impact...it will involve a small goodwill write-off☝. l
ET is to invest at least £20m in its Italian free internet venture "
lnfinito.
Pilat Technologies has bought the broadcast management
systems bit of Rebus for an initial £77OK. Just to remind you ;
that the whole of Rebus was taken private by Warburg Pincus/
General Atlantic in Feb. 99 for c£172m. ☁
NewMedia SPARK has invested £750K for a 8.83% stake in \
crocus.co.uk (web site offering horticultural products) -
onder whether ☁pin-up' Charlie is involved, she☂s into

everything else!
PricewaterhouseCoopers has taken a 50% stake in Belgium

web design firm Evisor. The deal calls for Evisor to receive
roughly $10m over the next three years. This is the latest in ,
a series in investments by PwC to increase their ability to T

deliver e-business solutions. I
Energis has bought a 75% stake in German ISP☁
BusinessOnIine for DM14.1m. l
Eloice and data integration specialist ML Integration has

cquired ALLnet. No financial details available. ,
Recently quoted on AIM Medi@lnvest has acquired 55%
KZN Media with an option to acquire the balance. I
OFEX quoted Knowledge Management Software has raised ,

a further £120K (after the £1 .25m raised in Oct. 99 at 20p) in ☁

a placing at 600. .
AIM quoted Pennant International (support services) is ☁
paying £1m for three UK companies; Solvera Information I
Services (documentation), SIS (Software) and SIS

(Technologies) as well as an 85% stake in US based Omega ☁_

Logistics International all from parent Solvers plc, which i

Is in administration. .

Affinity Internet has bought Taxi Interactive (on-line shopping

assistant - not anything useful like being able to call up a taxi ☁

from your laptop/mobile phone. . . ,now that☂s at least a £1 billion

IPO!) for up to £12m. Affinity stock has ☜scared☝ by 15% to ☁

£21 as a result.

Case Technology, an MBO from Anite (nee Cray) 3 years    ago, has called in the receivers.
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Far be it for us to say "weto/dyou so"... but it does look like our
warnings that "the private investor cometh"have indeed come
to pass. It was back in the Mar. 99 issue of System House that
we first highlighted the increasingly important role that private

investors were likely to assume in determining the fortunes of
1 many publicly quoted SCSI companies. At the time (and again
in Jul. 99), we exhorted you to pay more attention to your Investor

Relations (IR) programmes, and in particular to your web sites.
Well as we all now know, there is a massive feeding frenzy on
SCSI stocks which has resulted in some companies seeing a
dramatic increase in share price over the year. Part of this
new-found enthusiasm for SCSI stocks has been fuelled by
the new techMARK indices launched in Nov. 99 - but interest in
SCSI stocks has been noticeably greater since around the
middle of 1999.You canget just a feel for this by looking at the
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volume of shares traded in the top ten performing SCSI stocks
! of 1999 - from about July onwards, there is a very visible

☁ upwardstrend.

The tricky bit is trying to determine how much of this activity
comes from the private investor community. All we have at the
moment is anecdotal evidence - for example The Times (13th

Dec. 99) reckons that "private investors are preparing to pour a
☁ further £1bn into the stock market in a move thatcou/d sustain
☁ the current frenzy over high-tech. shares well into the new
year☝. Meanwhile, the FT (21/12/99) reported that ☜Private retail

investors were primarily responsible for UK-based technology

L funds receiving a record inflow of £220m in November a

☁ 200% rise in technology fund sales". With the growing number

of internet-based, execution-only Stockbrokers of the likes of

Charles Schwab, E'Trade, and DLJ. we can only see this

☁ private investor activity increasing.

1 Which is why we believe even more strongly that publicly

quoted SCSI companies need to smarten up their IR act,

I particularly when it comes to the private investor. Although
some of the moreI savvy private investors will exploit the rapidly

☁ growing volume of ☁free☂ research on the web (including, of
l course, at holway.com and techmarkresearchcoml), the first

☁ port of call is likely to be the company web site. We are very
☁ much of the opinion that the information you present - and the

way that you present it - willQe very influential in determining, 8 

Behold! The Private mesa cometh
whether or not the ☁punter☂ will buy your shares.
So once again we have visited every single web site of the 109
SCSI companies currently quoted onthe LSE and AIM to see
how well you are catering for the private investor. And we are
delighted to report continuing improvement compared to our

earliertrawl through your web sites. As before, we have focused

UK SCSI Conpany Websites
Investor Relations Information

Draws mines-Ducts

i. E

    

72% m7☝-
§
§
i
§
§
§
§
x

i

  

on four key measures ofa web site☁s IR ☁goodness': Is there is a
specific link to an IR section on the Web site? Is at least the
latest Annual Report available on-line? Are recent financial
results available? Can you easily find the current share price?
Since we started our campaign, the proportion of web sites
with a specific link to an IR section has more than doubled to

42%.What☁s more, almost half of all yourweb sites now have at

least the latest Annual Report on-line, and 46% are now
showing your ☁current☂ share price. However, there are still about
a quarter of you who refuse to reveal any financial results at all.

This has to be a real disappointment ~ and, we would think, a
real turn-off to the private investor.
As before, there were some ☁stars☂ and some ☁turkeys☂ -

unfortunately there were far, far more of the latter. But it was
good to see Sage leap
into one of the top
positions ♥ not before
time. Their site also has
excellent ☁value add☂

information for private

investorstTorex has also

 

     CMG
Computacanter

Sage

Torex

   

 

     
   

  
    
    

   

    
    

cmgcom
compulacenler.com

saga.com
i0rex.co.uk

  Just Some IFl Turkeys

Bond International bondadapt.com

Clinical computing ccl.com

  DRS drs.co.ul< made very 900d use Of
EDP edprmkaemuncouk data from Hemmington

MMT Computing mmtplc.co.uk Seen There were also

Morton monuas.com '   
    
  

  

great improvements at

Merant, Misys, Science
Systems, Skillsgroup (slick navigation) and Superscape. And
do look at Keystone (keystone-solutions.com) to see a natty
news release section. And Morse is a contender for the ☁Best
Newbie IR Content☁ award, At the other end of the spectrum,
RDL wins the ☁Naffest Site' award handsdown.

But this is not a time for even the ☁stars☁ to rest on their laurels.
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511.1. 11115- 51111. 111111.
mSM 3☁ WW

WNW-99 In 1999

2955.501n . 13.55% 32.19%
SF 22.57 245.50m Loss 59.95 2220.53 5.75% 145.52%
cs 215.10 2305.50m 155.9 17.55 10055.57 94.21% 555.52% .
SP 21.47 2113.20m 55.7 15.57 574.31 5.00% 250.00% .

Yes as 21.35 335.1011 43.5 1.55 792.40 51.40% 235.75% .
SF m9: 225910111 211.4 14.44 3355.71 50.79 . 235.57% .

Yes R 21.44 2154.40m 29.4 0.45 525.09 51.50% 254.40m 255 50111
SF 251.25 21.911.00m Loss 193.35 52554.10 75.35% . 2505.00m 21.533 00111
52 24.30 213.50111 n/a 5.55 4300.00 140.22% 330.00% 25.55m 21050111
51> 20.74 210.501n 15.5 1.19 1130.77 -3.29% -21.51-/. -20.70111 J22.30111
SP 23.23 253.50111 22.3 3.00 1515.00 2.12☜. 27.42% 23.10111 211.50111
cs 211.30 22.359.00m 130.2 5.92 101501.50 43.40% 103.42% 29000111 21.250.00m
SP 25.55 2345.50m 51.2 15.00 5309.52 125.25% 477.72% 210070111 2313.301☜
SP 22.51 241.50m 23.5 3.75 2900.00 24.55% 152.31% 27.2011 225.7011
SF 20.55 215.70111 45.2 5.17 504.03 -4.55% 20.90111 25.54111

Yes cs 245.57 25.533.00m 157.1 13.14 31427.59 37.72% . 21.715.00m usaomm
Yes R 25.40 217100111 47.2 0.55 4315.00 41.05% 35.55% 249.70111 257.20.☜
Yes R 210.15 21.525.00111 33.5 1.15 1515.55 14.55% 131.25% 2211.00111 21.045.20111

1:5 25.05 252 50111 35.0 4.44 4573.05 52.25 . 192.77% 22990111 1:55.00".
Yes cs 210.55 225530111 44.0 2.32 17553.33 15.93% 95.37% 23530111 2130.50111

SP 22.05 212.10111 Loss 0.55 755.45 35.57% 340.55% 21.50111 2935...
Yes (:5 23.75 230500111 50.5 4.35 5455.37 24.35% 55.54% 25950111 2111.50111

cs 20.91 2140.90m 27.9 0.53 527.27 13.75% 55.90% 212.50m 253.10111
SP 20.23 27.95111 15.9 1.17 209.09 17.95% 50.39% 21.55111 23.55111

Yes cs 219.25 245040111 57.9 7.53 7000.00 15.14% 45.11% 25150111 2145.70111
Cs 217.43 2421170111 111/11 25.25 17425.00 51.34 . 599.00% 21999011 237730...

V55 (:5 211.30 2123.20m 20.3 1.95 525.35 250% 35.92% 21.30111 5:73.50".
amen-r- 211: SP 23.77 295.50m 51.5 5.55 11527.05 202.41% 457.75% 255.20111 mm".
Ema SF 254.35 21,114.00111 55.9 4.92 54350.00 2.04% 475.19% 2105.00111 295330111
F164☝ Yes cs 27.55 21.751.00111 132.2 7.71 19579.49 21.53% 133.54% 2351.00m 21.1014
51-2111 0121-91: SP 25.53 2243.00111 59.7 11.22 2957.39 19.74% 175.57% 25050111 2155.7
Hun-ms 54w 52 24.45 212.com 30.2 1.74 3423.05 15.34% 157.10% 21.7% 27.97...
51-m- cs 25.90 25.943.00m Na Na 3933.33 100.00% 293.33% 22.972.00111 24.43300111
9mWW CS 20.62 227.001☜ 9.2 1.17 661.29 30.85% 49.41% Elmm {8.7011
mm1' Yes CS 29.59 2490.50111 105.4 15.53 3755.52 25.95% 101.79% 2104.20111 2247.50m
☜IN-r ☜"6190 A 25.04 2172.00m 23.3 1.54 3445.57 25.73% 94.55% 23550111 25450111
HM511mm Sun A 20.57 210.70m 13.1 0.31 1559.44 0.00% 03.53% {1.50111 .2530...
1011mm Cs 25.03 2152501n 54.7 3.51 4455.33 57.50% 215.57% 272.20111 210420111
Irma☜EM'M 5P 22.79 211750111 Loss 17.71 295277 49.52% 525.54% -225.30111 210370111
111-mede 1:5 22.77 2151.50111 1115 13.79 13525.00 2.95% 54.55% 211.9011 2109.10111
Issuum cs 24.00 219.20m 29.9 2.20 2955.07 42.09% 95.12% 22.90111 29.35111
"15' V95 08 25.53 2479.50m 72.5 4.54 1950.00 7.31% 44.44% 251.301n 2147.
JW" SP 21.25 25.55111 13.5 0.55 533.33 4.17% 43.79% 20.24111 .2050".
159 saw. SP 210.25 225530111 Loss 54.55 5125.00 131.12% 400.00% 215050111 1:235.
11.111111511011111». cs 21.15 24950111 Lass 0.75 3300.00 52.95% 192.41% 217.50111 23250111
11141151191111 Yes SF 215.55 21,157.001n 257.7 19.42 30925.55 33.19% 513.73% 227550111 299520111
Xvi-Im- 5" 20.99 23050111 Loss 19.43 1094.45 59.53% 447.22 . 211.20111 225.52m
1.1-5cm SF 211.20 25.54m 24.4 0.97 4000.00 11.11% 33.33% £0.56m 21.71,☜
Low:- V85 C5 215.97 25.355.00m 147.9 9.54 21570.55 5.41% 205.55% 2555.00m 24.427.
Wanna-SWI- Yes SF 242.25 21.330.00m 213.7 59.44 21125.00 5.15% 225.15% -245.00m 2945.90m
1111-11 A 21.27 224110111 15.5 0.15 1255.00 50.50% 43.55% 25.70111 23.
111- 19141111 V55 51☂ 21.55 2175.201n 22.4 0.54 4125.00 27.91% 45.55% 247.301n -234.00m
M-ao☁ V55 SF 27.45 2147.30m 20.7 4.75 3014.11 4.55% 119.55% 23.50111 25030111
11015 611w V55 (:5 20.31 270917111 10.0 0.53 117.31 15.45% 33.70% 29.30m {27.00111
112mm Yes 51: 24.03 255070111 55.5 2.70 1945.40 .1 0.44% 259.37% -245.40111 2432.10111
1.11am1am 65 25.55 233950111 303.2 4.55 2552.55 52.55% 357.23% 217950111 225020111
11.11. Yes 51: 29.55 25.471 0011 57.5 9.40 12005.74 41.91% 120.70% 21.502.00111 2301100111
1.1111mm Yes cs 29.53 2115.30111 20.3 2.51 5559.54 15.59% 1.50% 22300111 22.50111
1.15m- SP 21.09 213.7om Loss 14.35 1445.57 70.57% 114.55% 24m". um
111nm 51w (:5 22.53 23070111 15.9 3.57 4429.95 «2.75% 14.13% {0.90111 :3.
1.11m 11 23.50 2439mm 10.9 1.55 1430.00 0.55% 43.50% 21 5.90111 2134.00...
1455 111-nim♥ Yes A 22.33 257.5011 5.1 0.30 1455.54 5.55% 45.91% 25.10111 .21150111
MSW 11111-111111 59 21.15 214.1011 Loss 4.55 1150.41 30.55% 7.51% 27.74111 25.37111
MM' cs 25.90 2111.20m nla 55.43 4450.00 63.30% 345.00% 245.00111 255mm
168M☜ 511'☝ SF 220.50 2417.50111 250.9 49.90 15152.17 96.93% 1127.94% 221350111 239050111
WWW-C☜ SF 20.30 225.10m Loss 1.21 375.00 20.00% 45.14% ~23.501n 215.0011
111111 Yes A 23.74 255520111 37.9 1.95 52333.10 39.29% 95.51% 215090111 225400111
Mm- 6'90 511 25.44 235.101n 31.5 2.54 1452.29 37.72% 79.53% 210.1011 21590111
11111111111 cs 21.00 27220111 Loss 7.21 545.15 115.05% 253.54% 242.20111 2.533%
PM! SF 21.57 212390111 59.5 12.50 5955.33 105.17% 595.53% 25110111 210520111
Pdwvm-S'U 512 24.95 270.10m 55.3 5.15 3315.57 40.14% 152.53% 220.40111 243.401n
anr-E ("I SW1 CS 2009 211.5011 15.2 729.17 75.00% 453.33% 27.20111 21029111
Prov-nu 5F 2037 25990111 Loss 440.45 12.12% 4.23% 27.30111 233.50m
051☂ SP 27.59 2135.50m 25.5 1997.37 15.44% 113.50% 215.701" 25530111
mm: A 20.53 220.50111 5.5 423.39 1.94% 25.05% 20.40111 27.50111
☜'9' 51ml" SF £0.58 £160.50!" 55.3 2240.38 2.64% 606.06% {3.2011 £140.40m
511 cs 20.55 210.70111 10.9 1051.11 0.00% 6.11% 20.00111 20.00111
5☁ W»-W SP 29.75 268-2001 21.4 19597.95 3.72% 102.07% -20.401n 234.
9.1mm 5111-11- 912 23.49 £317.20m Loss 4955.71 3.71% 33900076 25750111 231 3.51 111
194 011-11 Yes SP 25.55 2755.90m 57.4 24500.00 13.35% 55.01% 211950111 235000111
11.11.: 1411.11 SP 23.55 25200111 27.2 4553.33 19.35% 120.00% 210mm 22370111
11511.1 05 21.05 25.57m 37.2 1500.00 55.55% 37.25% 21.9911 21.52☜.
11.11.1111. 01110 V9: SP 21045 2305911111 112.5 5151.75 35.15% 212.59% 254.401 22mm
5141511141 Yes SP 27.55 23,217.00m 101.1 290575.92 74.44% 391.21% 24.219.0om 27.395.
Sum-non 61w Yes as 22.21 2112.90m 14.5 3751.70 5.74% 43.97% 25.10111 239.3111
sas 6'50 A 1:2 05 215.0001 12.1 2050.00 17.14% 3.50% 22.20111 20.00111
SumSY☁m cs 23.54 252517111 35.5 2517.53 7.55% 132.27% 24.50111 23590111
9.11.01☝ Vet cs 211.14 25.157.00m 75.3 14012.55 3.192% 58.49% 2479.00111 22,433.
51.11.1111 111-Mull Yes as 212.40 2499.70m 137 5 41310 57 49 40% 265.75% 2171.50111 23mm
511.1110☝ '85 65 23.01 2253.70m 25.3 1349.75 37.13% 65.54% 25920111 211430111
51111-111 SP 23.25 2105.10m Loss 4712.23 45.55% 122.03% 23210111 275.30111
551111 A 21.71 224570111 23.5 1594.44 5.57% 17.15% 225.20m 235 30111
sw- 5" 25.13 210320111 nla 3611.11 34.55% 203.74% 23590111 25920111
519.114.1115 5" 23.42 2112.40m Loss 1724.75 2.01% 75.49% 274.3011 25050111
5mm CS 1:229 $371.30,☜ 503 1384.85 42.81% 38.46% [111170771 £101.30!☜
WWW 5" 20.35 25.0311 47.4 326.09 057% 353.57% 20.04111 23.99111
swam. 111-Mom! as £0.74 [25.30m 15.5 1255.96 108.45% 51.02% 212.301" {8.7071

1..., 0.11m 05 25.33 242950111 115.0 4555.19 91.57% 353.52% 215000111 233720111
1,. a,☝ 05 25.05 2210.50m 79.0 11515.53 49.59% 557.57% 27930111 215150111
1.... 5,...☜ 05 21.45 215.1011 33 5 2735.55 123.05% 145.75% 21021111 25.96111
1.21.10... SP 23 27 232 00111 34.9 3109.52 27.29% 157.57% 21010111 22090111
1mm 05 21.45 22120111 14.3 115500 41.52% 17.95% 22.10111 .
1,.me 195 CS 24.95 212520111 21.4 3555.57 25.32% 704% 229.901☜ .25.
111111. R 20.11 221.20m 52.4 255.29 33.33% 193.33% 27.20111 .
1., a.☝ (:5 25.00 2144.50m 43.5 5557.35 20.75% 105.45% 225.7011 252.4011
V1,... SP 20 35 27.10111 Loss 710.00 40.13% 102.55% 20.50111 23.50111
Vocdu SP 23.90 2171.00111 Loss 4100.00 257% 499.23%
1010 05 24.00 29320111 45.13 2555.57 11.11% 11/1   
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historic revenues anemia ti,
if you remove. the £14.; to _ I ☁V ☁ . V .
the: balance sheetglthese number drop to 3:6 time's revenue

i and 20.? timesveaynings. RTCisa solid company and growth
, has never been spectacular: Hovtever, 20 times historic

.earnings☂looits-liheaa. law takeroutv'pricerr . . i jitsgpeefS;

lKALAMAZOO
backinthe

COMPUTER cnouv mask"-
For the six month to 30th Sep. 99, Kalamazoo☂s revenue
rose slightly to £32.7m (but continuing total revenue was
up a higher 4%). After their lengthy restructuring
programme, they turned theprevious loss of £550K into a

PET of £754K - but this does includes a net exceptional
profit on the sale of discontinued business of £604K.
Professional Services saved the day (surprise, surprise).

Kalamazoo sees ☜significantly increased demand for IT

solutions in it Automotive sectof☂and expects "a continuing
improvement in operating performance" in the second half.

The Kalamazoo share price has been a bit of a disaster
story for some time after hitting a high of 140p in 1996,
then falling to 032p. But they ended the month on 116p.

but Computer/and goes into the red
PC reseller Computerland has made its first interim stage

loss for 10 years when it announced a loss of £299K (PBT

£507K last time) on revenues down 32% to £13.1m in the
six months ended Oct. 99. Of course these results were

not too much of a surprise after their second profit warning
in 1999 given in October. The Y2K microclimate is blamed

as well as a falling sales at KDL (acquired Apr. 98).
A new lPO in Sep. 97 at 100p, the shares ended the month

on 69p.
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Dot.com success stories

GlobalNet Financial.com floated on AIM this month at

170p - a market capital price of £238m.They raised £43.5m

but the placing only represents c20% of the enlarged equity.

The issue was ☜significantly oversubscribed☝and the shares

immediately went to a substantial premium - they ended

the month on 239p. ..

TheTimes (10m Dec.) said "GIoba/NetFinancia/.com shows

awareness of the fact that to be on the web is not enough

these days; quality content is required☝.

But ☜Investing in the internet is all about investing in the

future and huge share prices can bejustified iffuture pro ts

seem likely to come through But hang on. Should not

phrases such as☜to date the company has generated

minimal revenues from its activities☝ - taken from

GlobalNet☂s prospectus ♥ count for something!
Shares in GlobalNet have risen astonishingly already. They

may also continue to rise. But investors should be under

no illusions they areplaying with fire with stocks such as

these - and there are many of them".
We will say no more.....but private investors should note

the FSA warning in Dec. 99 ☜of the dangerotspeculating in
small high tech. stocks".
Cityjobs.com.The offerfor Cityjobs.com (web recruiting)
was over 4-times oversubscribed at the placing price of
50p on the OFEX market. It was so successful that the
company issued a further 1.7m shares in addition to the

original 3m.

Jellyworks. Internet investment company Jellyworks
floated on AIM at 5p and rose 22♥fold valuing them at almost
£223m at the end of Dec. 99. Jellyworks raised £775K for
10% of the equity.

CEO Jonathan Rowland (we understand that the Rowland
family own 070%) said they arelooking to invest upwards
of 21m in companies involved in the internet, telecomms
and technology sectors.

Sports Internet, one of the strongest performing internet

stocks this year, has announced a content sharing deal

with Yahoo! as they reported a maiden interim figures.They

lost £822K on revenue of £240K forthe six months to Aug.

99. But the shares now stand at nearly £7 after the initial

AIM float price of 25p in Mar. 99 and this gives them a
market capitalisation of £268m, or to put it another way

c1000 times turnover. ☜Gross/y undervalued"according to
CEO Jeremy Finn. Whatcan one say. House brokerWestLB

Panmure is forecasting a loss for the year of 21 m on £26m
revenues.
365 Corporation. Internet content provider 365 Corporation

was floated on the main market early December at 160p,
quickly rose to around 276p but then fell to end the month

on ☁only☂ a 56% premium at 250p. At a valuation now of
£446m, this is a ☁mere☁ c20 times forecast revenue after
interim results to Sep. 99 showed H1 losses of £1 .49m on

revenue up from just £84K to £9.5m. CEO Dan Thompson

is looking at potential acquisition targets both geographically
and also across new distribution platforms such as mobile
phones and digital TV.
Comment. 365 is a bit of a curiosity as although it sells
itself as an internet company (obviously as its value then
soars!) the bulk of its revenue actually comes from the
more staid telephone business - only CESOOK came from
internet business at the interim stage. Still this is set to
increase rapidly with unique users reaching almost 1m in

November.
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Vocalis - another Iosses>revenue company
We added Vocalis Group to our index last month as they
are now listed on techMARK. They floated on the main
market at 95p in Jun. 96 valuing the company then at
c£30m. Vocalis is an ☁i'ntemationa/ speech techno/09V or
☁voice recognition' group They have signed up a further
three leading lSPS (BT Internet, Cable 8. Wireless and
UUNet) for their SpeechMail phone product and have now
launChed a range of internet related products into the global
market They claim the number of lSPs now using
SpeechMail is more than 30-
For the six months to 30th 8er 99, revenue fell slightly to
just £1.3m but losses almost doubled to £1.96m. Cash is
a healthy £9.1m. Chairman Roy Cotterill is ☜confident that
the progress we have made will underpin the future long
term growth of the company☂.
The shares ended the month down 3% on 390p.   

Strong growth at PhoneLink
At the interim stage to 30th Sep. 99, PhoneLink☂s turnover

rose 83% to £6.4m and losses fell from £1 .7m to £1 .4m.

As long-term readers know we strongly believed that their

Tel-Me product would face strong competition from the

Internet. 80, we are rather pleased that, at long last,

PhoneLink now intends to adopt a strategy to establish

them as an internet, e-commerce and business service

enterprise and the recent £1m placing will be used for

marketing and promotion. House brokers Peel Hunt have

shifted their original £200K profit forecast to a possiblel
£1 .6m loss due to this increased spending. ;
An lPO in 1993 at 155p, they hit a high of c440p soon:
after.,.before plummeting. Anyway, the shares have donel

well this year and the share price more than doubed this☁
month to 100p » that☂s a rise of 264% in 1999.
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Markets & Strategies 1999 - 2003
We are delighted to report the first c150 company profiles

(out of c250) in the 8th annual edition of our highly respected
European research project are now available. As past
customers know, the tome covers every country in Europe,

the lead companies in each country and, of course, the
pan-European players. The research is a co-production
between Richard Holway Limited in the UK. Pierre Audoin
Conseil in France and PAC GmbH in Germany. Having

seen off most of the competition, we are delighted that
this research is now held in such high esteem, Indeed, one

of the largest SCS companies in Europe recently told us
that it was now the ONLY European research they now felt
they could rely upon and another said that their annual
bonuses were linked to how they fared relative to the
Holway market averages!
Perhaps the best testimony is that it is this research work
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UK Software Partnering & Investment Forum
We rarely endorse events, but last year we were honoured

to have been invited both to be a member of the advisory
board and a speaker/moderator at the UK Software

Partnering & Investment Forum organised by the

Software Business Network. It proved to be one of the
most successful and useful events with which we have

ever been involved. It provided a showcase for young, UK
software companies to present their proposals directly to

the VCs and other investors. The sight of these investors

queuing up to be involved with the brightest UK talent

around is an enduring memory.
This year the event seems likely to be even more useful.

We have already gone thru over 150 applicants for their "5
minutes of glory☂...we are trying toreduce the numbers to
CEO. The Conference, opened by Gordon Brown, hasa

superb line up of speakers. My own session ☜How is the
UK doing global/y..Fighfin9 Fit or Giving up?☝ has Tim
Jackson (Founder QXL), David Levin (CEO, Psion), Gordon

Crawford (MD, London Bridge) and Geoff Finlay (CEO,
Kewill). What an amazing line up! And that☂s just one of
half a dozen such sessions.
You can get all the details on www.sbn.org.uk, www.curo-

fechforumcom or from Zoe Hemming at CSSA (0171 395
6717. Also see attached brochure.
If you want to experience the buzz...make sure you are at

the UK Software Partnering & Investment Forum, Royal
Lancaster Hotel, London 17☁" 8t 18'" Feb. 2000.
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With the regularflow of contract announcements from Log ca
has been awarded the contract for the New Electricity Trading
Arrangements (NETA).The contract, worth approximately £50m,
is to design, build, operate and maintain the new system which
will be used for all aspects of electricity trading in the England
and Wales. Fl Group watchers will note that OSI (recently
acquired by Fl), is in the consortium with Logica. Logica ended
Dec. 99 up 5% at £15.97p
_ _ ~ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ 1
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1999 IT Staff Agency Report

[:1 Master copy @ £1250
1999 Holway Report

C] Master copy @ £2,450 I]
System House

 

CD-ROM Package £4900 + VAT [3 Additional copies @£850

C] One year's subscriptlon 6 E395 pan ☜4 - copy subscription" 6 E790 pan site licence o [1200 p.a.+VATD Intranet version £1800 p41. + VAT

8th edition Software and Com utin Services lndustr in Euro e Re OrI
[:lMaster (Paper) copy at £6,950 CD-ROM Package at £8,000 + VAT DAdditional copies @ £1,050 each
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